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The Bottom Line  
Stubborn, hard wind slabs exist in most east side avalanche paths, generally regardless of aspect. You’ll find far 
fewer and smaller wind slabs on west facing terrain as well as many other areas exposed to strong, west winds 
where scouring has stripped most snow down to an icy crust. The majority of the existing wind slabs are stubborn 
and hard to trigger though you can find softer and possibly more reactive slabs in the most sheltered areas. 
Evaluate snow and terrain carefully as you move around avalanche terrain. MODERATE avalanche danger exists 
where these wind slabs sit, especially in the steepest terrain or any convex feature, such as the sluff piles below 
gullies, or bulges of ice beneath the snow.  
 
Avalanche Problem 

 

Hard slabs are largely stubborn with a mix of firm snow (often P over 1F) and some softer areas where you’ll find 
thin and a bit more reactive wind slabs. New snow has been slow in coming over the past 4-5 days and these wind 
slabs appear to be largely unreactive in most areas due to the bridging power that hard slabs exhibit. Some softer 
slabs are also scattered around and may be capable of producing a smaller avalanche. 
 
Mountain Weather 
Yesterday, moderate west winds blew in the 40’s mph, while summits sat in the fog with around an inch of new 
snow. Temperatures were relatively warm, near 30F at Hermit Lake, lower 20’s on the summit. Today, winds will 
relax through the day from where they stand now in the mid-70’s mph with gusts just over 100 mph. The current 
temperature on the summit is 7F and will warm only to the lower teens with wind from the west 45-60 mph. 
Tomorrow, new snow arrives with 4-6” possible by the end of the day. Winds from the west at 20-35mph will shift 
NW and increase to 35-50 mph. 
 
Forecast Discussion 
There has been no avalanche activity observed or reported since Monday. New snow and warming lead to 
widespread wet avalanche activity in Tucks and Huntington late last week when temperatures warmed and rain fell 
and then another cycle of dry slabs late Monday when Hillman’s and Left Gully ran far. The debris on the floor in 
Tuckerman Ravine from both cycles remained visible yesterday, testimony to the scouring wind speeds. If you go 
skiing or climbing today, take the time to dig, with a shovel or your hands, or use your pole handle to poke into the 
snow. The softer snow beneath the surface slab will be a good reminder that human triggered hard slab avalanches 
remain possible despite the enormous strength and bridging power of the wind slabs. Well placed explosives or bad 
luck could lead to an avalanche so stay vigilant if you brave the cold and wind for some turns or alpine climbing 
today. 
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Please Remember: Safe travel in avalanche terrain requires training and experience. This forecast is just one of many decision making 
tools. You control your own risk by choosing where, when, and how you travel. Understand that the avalanche danger may change when 
actual weather differs from the weather forecast.  For more information contact the Forest Service Snow Rangers, the AMC at the 
Pinkham Notch Visitor Center, or the caretakers at Hermit Lake Shelters. 

 


